
ENGLISH REVOLUTION 1640 ESSAY

SOME slight changes have been made for the third editions of this essay, first . Now, it is true that the English
Revolution of , like the French Revolution of.

In bad periods he was continually falling into debt, usually to the capitalist who employed him. It is not
surprising that the major parliamentary clashes of the early seventeenth century were over this very issue of
monopolies. Eliot died in prison, as the Government intended him to do. As industry and commerce
developed, as the, overseas market for English cloth expanded, some areas ceased to be economically
self-sufficient, and had to be fed and supplied with wool for their looms. Parliament had supported Henry VII
and Henry VIII and Elizabeth in their efforts to police the country against the anarchy and brigandage of
over-mighty subjects, of feudal potentates with their private armies, and England had been made safe for
commercialism. The Civil War was a class war, in which the despotism of Charles I was defended by the
reactionary forces of the established Church and conservative landlords. Monopolies and the tightened grip of
corrupt Court circles on the economic life of the country meant wealth for a few big merchants, but grave
inconvenience for the vast mass of business men and small producers. There was Archbishop Laud in London.
But further questions are still unanswered. Each class created and sought to impose the religious outlook best
suited to its own needs and interests. They were changing old-established tenures â€” turning copyholds into
leaseholds, letting their lands for shorter periods â€” and ruthlessly evicting tenants unable to pay the new
economic rents demanded. For many years the. Parliament began to attack the monarchy and its attempt to
regulate the economic life of the country from the moment when the defeat of the Armada created a feeling of
political security. The point had been reached beyond which the King could treat no further without virtual
abdication to the bourgeoisie. Often rents were raised because the estate itself had been bought or leased at the
competitive prices prevailing in the land market. But they were right to fight. But conflict between the two
latter classes was bound to develop, since the expansion of capitalism involved the dissolution of the old
agrarian and industrial relationships and the transformation of independent small masters and peasants into
proletarians. For the monarchy was bound up with the feudal order by more than the bonds of conservative
sentiment. In the early sixteenth century the monarchy had used the bourgeoisie as an ally against its most
powerful rivals â€” the other great feudal houses weakened by the Wars of the Roses and the Church. Both in
the Middle Ages and in the seventeenth century the first importance of an estate was that it supplied a land
owner through his control over the labour of others with the means of livelihood. In the sixteenth century
numbers of yeomen and gentlemen were consolidating their scattered strips of land, converting unenclosed
arable to pasture or increasing their output of corn, fruit, vegetables, dairy produce for the town market. Many
husbandmen whose small properties stood in the way of a farmer wanting to consolidate a large sheep farm
were brutally evicted. They were continually in debt, often to some smart city business man who demanded a
mortgage on their estate, and stepped into it when the debt fell due. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Spain
show what such stagnation would have meant for the political and cultural life of the community. This
Parliament differed from its predecessors only in the length of its session.


